Structural Analysis of Thermal Diffusion and Non-Uniform Temperature Distribution along the Sidewall Thickness of STS316L during Gas Tungsten Arc Butt Welding
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Abstract: This study investigated how welding affects the thermal deformation of square cells produced for casks, which are dry storage containers for spent nuclear fuel. We aimed to minimize structural deformation by utilizing STS316L as the material for the square cells. We explored a method of subdividing the square cells and joining them through butt welding. Keeping the upper plate thickness constant, GTA butt welding was conducted while varying the column’s wall thickness, followed by measurement with a laser vision sensor. The heat conduction and thermal strain were then calculated using a finite element analysis (FEM). Both experimental and analytical results confirmed that there was significant thermal deformation in the cases of thick-walled columns due to variations in heat conduction distribution, with the resulting deformation patterns depending on thickness.
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1. Introduction

The integrity of a welded structure denotes its ability to function safely and reliably over an extended period. Several factors contribute to this. Firstly, the choice of materials used in constructing welded structures is paramount. Predominantly, high-strength materials like steel are utilized, and it is essential to select materials with suitable strength and corrosion resistance. Moreover, the welding process significantly influences the integrity of the structure. Employing correct welding techniques and suitable welding materials is imperative to ensure the optimal strength of welded joints. Furthermore, the structural design must be meticulously tailored to suit environmental conditions and intended usage. Rigorous load calculations and strength analyses are indispensable in crafting secure structures.

Spent nuclear fuel must be stored until final processing or disposal. It is generally stored in a welded structure and is divided into temporary storage and intermediate storage. Maintaining storage facilities for spent nuclear fuel is crucial because any leakage of radioactive material can have serious adverse effects on both people and the environment. Today, nuclear power is being promoted as a promising contribution to long-term energy supplies, especially considering the increasing costs of oil and natural gas.

In the nuclear power industry, a cask is a special container used to store used nuclear fuel in dry form or to transport it to intermediate storage facilities. Currently, research on dual-purpose casks for dry intermediate storage and long-distance transportation is...
being actively conducted in Korea [1,2]. Conceptual design and development research on dry storage modules for spent nuclear fuel is also underway [3]. Studies are also being conducted to optimize the cross-sectional design for ensuring the handling efficiency and structural safety of spent nuclear fuel disposal containers [4].

The internal structure of the cask in a spent nuclear fuel storage facility consists of a canister, basket, disk, and support rod. The basket is an internal structure that supports the spent nuclear fuel and is made of stainless steel plates in the shape of square tubes. The basket used in the spent nuclear fuel storage container is a lattice structure that supports the nuclear fuel rods as well as the storage container. Since spent nuclear fuel rods must be placed within designated spaces, a precise basket structure is required [5]. To manufacture the square tubular basket structures, welding is essential.

When designing the storage container (cask), the possibility of falling accidents during transportation due to unexpected occurrences must be considered. For this reason, impact test research is being actively conducted [6,7], including a study that performed a structural analysis according to continuous impact and drop angles [8].

Considering this design requirement, the square tube structure basket must have excellent shock absorption efficiency, and since the basket is placed within a limited space inside the canister, it must be manufactured with a precise structure.

Recently, a study was conducted to determine the influence of the number and location of weld lines in the production of welded square tube structures on energy absorption parameters. The results of this study showed that welding a sheet plate into a square tube shape at four corners resulted in increased shock absorption efficiency [9]. However, to achieve this, it is necessary to maintain the structure’s uniformity by minimizing thermal deformation caused by welding during manufacturing.

In this study, gas tungsten arc butt welding experiments were performed on a portion of a square tube, and a numerical analysis was conducted using the finite element method. In the past, many comparative analyses have been conducted on the results of GTA butt welding experiments, including thermal–structural analyses [10,11]. Numerous tube joint welding experiments and numerical analysis studies using GTA butt welding have also been conducted [12,13], along with many numerical analysis studies on temperature distribution, and residual stress analyses in GTA T-type joint welding [14,15]. The shapes of the GTA butt welded specimens in previous studies have had a symmetrical structure, and most of the canister internal structures were austenitic stainless steel. Previous studies have shown the results of GTA weld thermal analyses and numerical analyses of residual stress when using stainless steel to manufacture pressure vessels and nuclear reactor components [16,17]. Thermal deformation results from various thicknesses of surface-hardened specimens were analyzed after the GTAW process. The results confirmed that the total deformation of the welded plate was 15 times higher when the specimen thickness was 2 mm, compared to when the specimen thickness was 6 mm [18].

The present study employed a new perspective to conduct basic research on the production of square tube-shaped structures using GTA butt welding. Firstly, this study analyzed the thermal diffusion behavior in an asymmetric structure during welding and proposes a method to minimize thermal deformation. Heat diffusion behavior was confirmed to depend on the asymmetric structure and side wall thickness. Structural thermal deformation is induced as the temperature distribution changes depending on heat diffusion, and that diffusion can be guided in a direction to minimize thermal deformation depending on the structure of the welded specimen. Accordingly, an excellent square tube structure could be manufactured. In this study, numerical analyses and experiments were conducted to compare and analyze heat diffusion in an asymmetric structure and the resulting thermal deformation tendency.

2. Experimental Procedure

The experimental specimen used was STS316L because the basket of the cask material was STS316L, and its composition is listed in Table 1. The specimen used in this experiment
is depicted in Figure 1. It was shaped to allow for the assessment of thermal diffusion, depending on the thickness of the side wall, and the resulting thermal deformation tendency. In the experiment, the gas tungsten arc butt welding method was applied, and the autogenous welding method was conducted without adding filler wire.

**Table 1.** STS316L elemental composition (wt.%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>composition</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Bal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Specimen shapes.

The process conditions for the GTAW experiment are outlined in Table 2, and the side wall thickness of the specimen was chosen as a welding variable in Table 3. Initially, Case 1 was selected to observe thermal deformation behavior without tack welding. In the subsequent cases, 3-point tack welding was conducted first, positioned 20 mm away from both ends and the center location based on the butt weld line, followed by butt welding.

**Table 2.** Welding process conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current (A)</th>
<th>Voltage (V)</th>
<th>Welding Speed (mm/s)</th>
<th>Gas Flow (L/min)</th>
<th>Stand-Off Distance (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** Experiment case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Tack Welds</th>
<th>Side Wall Thickness</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>H1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td>50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 4</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this experiment, GTAW butt welding was executed using a TIG welding machine (OMEGA-350DT, SAMJIN Wel-tech, Busan, Korea) with a welding torch installed on an automated carriage. Because it was necessary to support the side wall and plate, the
experiment was carried out by supporting the back plate in the space below and next to the specimen, as illustrated in Figure 2.

During welding, the current and voltage were measured at a sampling rate of 10 Hz using a monitoring system (WEA-3000, Monitech, Busan, Korea). Thermal deformation measurements for each case were conducted, as depicted in Figure 2c, using a laser (CYL20ADJ, Laser Solution Korea, Ansan, Korea), a CMOS camera (BFS-U3-32S4C-C, FLIR, Wilsonville, OR, USA), and a FWHM (full width at half maximum) 10 nm Bandpass filter (660 nm, Midwest Optics, Palatine, IL, USA). Laser scanning was performed using the optical triangulation method. The laser projected a line pattern onto the specimen’s surface, and the reflected laser was captured by a camera to generate a surface image. The 2D coordinate data obtained through the camera shots were converted into 3D coordinate data to assess the z-displacement change at the end of the plate due to thermal deformation. The experimental results were then compared and analyzed through a numerical analysis.
3. Analytical Model

In this study, a numerical analysis was conducted using the finite element method (FEM) with ANSYS 19.1 software. A thermal-structural analysis was performed utilizing the transient thermal and structural model to predict the thermal deformation resulting from welding. The geometry, mesh, and boundary conditions of the analysis model are depicted in Figure 3.

![Mesh and boundary conditions](image)

Figure 3. Mesh and boundary conditions.

The size of the element was set to 0.5 mm within 3 mm in the +y and −y directions and 2 mm in the −z direction based on the welding center line on the upper plate, and the remaining 3 mm in the −z direction was set to 1 mm size. On the side walls, the y and z directions were set to 2 mm, and the element size in the x direction for both the upper plate and side walls was set to 1 mm. Contact conditions were established considering three main scenarios. Firstly, considering the penetration depth of the weld zone, the adhesion condition was set to a depth of 1 mm. The tack welding area was modeled at 5 mm, considering the width of the bead, with the penetration depth also set to 1 mm, thus establishing three regions as adhesion conditions. Lastly, friction conditions were applied to surfaces other than the weld area, with a friction coefficient set to 0.6. The thermal and mechanical properties of the materials used in the simulation model are shown in Figure 4.

![STS316L thermal physical properties](image)

Figure 4. STS316L thermal physical properties [19].
3.1. Thermal Analysis

In the thermal transfer analysis model, the heat source was implemented utilizing the dual-ellipsoidal mathematical model as illustrated in Figure 5 [20]. Parameters $a$, $b$, $c_f$, and $c_r$ were set to 12 mm, 1.5 mm, 6 mm, and 12 mm, respectively. The dual-ellipsoidal heat source model is commonly utilized in gas tungsten arc welding analyses without additional filler wire. However, the criteria for selecting the parameters of the dual-ellipsoidal heat source model are not clearly defined. In the analysis, the parameters of the heat source model were set larger than the Fusion Zone (FZ) boundary obtained through actual experiments. This discrepancy arose due to the neglect of convective heat transfer driven by the forces acting within the molten pool, which consider only heat conduction phenomena. Thus, a correction of the parameters of the heat source was necessary. These findings indicate the limitations of the dual-ellipsoidal heat source model, which considers only heat conduction phenomena in finite element method (FEM)-based thermal–structural analyses for welding deformation. Therefore, the FZ boundary obtained from actual experiments was not suitable as parameters for the heat source in the analysis. In situations where only heat conduction phenomena are considered, it is necessary to increase the effective radius of the heat source to compensate for the convective heat transfer effects within the molten pool and to uniformly distribute the heat flux. $\eta$ represents the arc efficiency of the heat source and was set to 0.8 [21], the current and voltage were set according to the data measured in the welding experiment, and the welding speed $v$ was set to 5 mm/s.

$$Q_s = \eta U$$

(1)

$$Q_f(x, y, z) = \frac{6 \sqrt{3} f_f Q_s}{abc_f \pi \sqrt{\pi}} \exp \left( - \frac{3(x + vt)^2}{c_f^2} - \frac{3y^2}{a^2} - \frac{3z^2}{b^2} \right)$$

(2)

$$Q_r(x, y, z) = \frac{6 \sqrt{3} f_r Q_s}{abc_r \pi \sqrt{\pi}} \exp \left( - \frac{3(x + vt)^2}{c_r^2} - \frac{3y^2}{a^2} - \frac{3z^2}{b^2} \right)$$

(3)

$$f_f = \frac{2}{1 + \frac{c_r}{c_f}}, \quad f_r = \frac{2}{1 + \frac{c_f}{c_r}}$$

(4)

$$f_f + f_r = 2$$

(5)

where $Q_s$ is the heat distribution of the welding heat source, $\eta$ is the arc efficiency, $U$ is the welding voltage, and $I$ is the welding current. In Equations (2) and (3), $v$ is the welding speed, $t$ is the welding time, and $Q_f(x, y, z)$, and $Q_r(x, y, z)$ represent the heat source density distribution of the front half and rear half. $f_f$ and $f_r$ are the factors of the heat deposited in the rear and front quadrants of the double ellipsoid.

Figure 5. Double ellipsoid heat source model.
A transient thermal analysis was conducted to examine the heat diffusion behavior over time in an asymmetric structure. The analysis duration was set to 30 s to align with the actual welding experiment time. The natural convection heat transfer coefficient across the entire surface of the welded specimen was specified as 8 W/m$^2$ °C, with an emissivity value of 0.6 [22]. The SOLID90 element was utilized for the analysis, employing uniform mesh settings. This element type offers advanced features, with each node possessing one degree of freedom for temperature. It comprises 8 nodes per element and 20 nodes per solid. The thermal diffusion behavior was scrutinized with enhanced accuracy using this element method.

The thermal analysis follows the equilibrium Equation (6), as described by the following:

$$k(T) \left( \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} \right) + Q_{\text{int}} = \rho(T) c_p(T) \frac{\partial T}{\partial t}$$

(6)

$$q_{\text{conv}} = -h_{\text{conv}}(T_s - T_\infty)$$

(7)

$$q_{\text{rad}} = -\varepsilon\sigma_B \left( T_s^4 - T_\infty^4 \right)$$

(8)

where $Q_{\text{int}}$ is the internal heat source rate, and $k(T)$, $c_p(T)$, and $\rho(T)$ are the conductivity, specific heat, and density of the material, respectively. $h_{\text{conv}}$ is the heat transfer coefficient by convection, $T_s$ is the surface temperature of the material, $T_\infty$ is the ambient temperature, $\varepsilon$ is the emissivity, and $\sigma_B$ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant.

3.2. Mechanical Analysis

In the transient structural analysis, the mesh employed was the same as used previously, and the temperature results were imported corresponding to the time of the heat transfer analysis. The structural analysis was conducted with conditions identical to those in the heat transfer analysis, i.e., for 30 s. The mesh utilized the SOLID186 method, which represents solid geometry with a uniform structure. Each solid comprised 20 nodes, with each node exhibiting displacement behavior in the x, y, and z directions. Refer to Figure 3 for essential contact and boundary conditions relevant to the mechanical structural analysis.

The induced plastic deformation is related to the von Mises criterion and the equivalent stress is defined by the following equation:

$$\sigma_e = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2} \left[ (\sigma_1 - \sigma_2)^2 + (\sigma_2 - \sigma_3)^2 + (\sigma_3 - \sigma_1)^2 \right]}$$

(9)

where $\sigma_e$ is the equivalent stress and $\sigma_1$, $\sigma_2$, $\sigma_3$ are the principal stresses.

Creep behavior was not considered since the thermal cycle involved in welding does not maintain a constant highest temperature point [23,24]. The calculation of the elastic strain assumes isotropic behavior following Hooke’s law, with the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio being temperature-dependent functions.

The total strain can be given by the following equation:

$$\varepsilon_{\text{total}} = \varepsilon_{\text{elastic}} + \varepsilon_{\text{plastic}} + \varepsilon_{\text{thermal}}$$

(10)

where $\varepsilon_{\text{total}}$ is the total strain, $\varepsilon_{\text{elastic}}$ is the elastic strain, $\varepsilon_{\text{plastic}}$ is the plastic strain, and $\varepsilon_{\text{thermal}}$ is the thermal strain.

When performing butt welding, since the plate thickness is 5 mm, significant deformation may occur during welding. Therefore, in the analysis settings, the large deformation option for conducting nonlinear analysis was activated.
4. Results and Discussion

The results of Case 1, where tack welding was not performed, revealed upward lifting deformation along the welding progression direction. Excessive deformation occurred at the end of the arc, leading to an attachment between the tungsten electrode and the specimen. Figure 6 demonstrates that a comparable trend was observed in both the experimental and simulation results. However, in the tack welding cases, less pronounced thermal deformation was observed. Hence, for butt structures, such as those depicted in Figure 6, tack welding or mechanical constraints should be applied before welding.

Temperature data taken from along the surface are presented in Figure 7, spanning a distance of 20 mm along the x-axis from the weld center line, with reference to the center of the upper surface of the specimen. Observing the graph, it is evident that as the thickness of the side wall increases, heat diffusion occurs towards the outer regions of the plate. As the side wall thickness increases, the penetration of heat into the side wall diminishes, facilitating smoother heat dissipation to the outer regions of the plate. Examining the graph in Figure 7, at 0 mm the weld center line lies on the x-axis. Near the arc end, there is a more pronounced accumulation of heat towards the outer regions of the plate from the weld center line, resulting in an asymmetry in the temperature distribution.

To compare thermal diffusion based on side wall thickness, a symmetrical path was established within the specimen, centered on the weld line. The temperature results corresponding to distance are depicted in Figure 8. Subsequently, when the side wall thickness is 10 mm, thermal diffusion is most symmetrically spread. However, as the thickness increases, thermal diffusion extends beyond the plate, resulting in increased asymmetry. It is observed that the largest temperature difference occurred when the side wall thickness was 40 mm.

Figure 9 presents a comparison of cooling rates and thermal diffusion towards the side wall when monitoring the temperature over time, with a focus on the node point designated at the corner of the side wall. The graphs display varying maximum temperature outcomes depending on the thickness of the side walls. In the case of the thickest side wall, 40t, the maximum temperature is relatively lower compared to the results of other side wall thicknesses, indicating that heat diffusion into the interior of the side was not as effective. Such results suggest that temperature non-uniformity may lead to structural distortion or thermal deformation from a structural standpoint. As the heat source progresses, it reaches its peak temperature, followed by continuous heat conduction during the cooling phase. Given that the node location is at the edge of the side wall, it was anticipated that the cooling rate would significantly slow down if heat penetration occurred smoothly near the side wall. Consequently, the cooling rate increases with the increase in side wall thickness. However, the cooling rates for thicknesses of 20t and 40t are nearly similar, as demonstrated in the results. This is because increasing the thickness of the side walls promotes heat...
transfer outward from the plate and delays heat diffusion inward within the side walls. Consequently, thicker wall sections exhibit faster cooling rates at nodal positions, whereas relatively thinner 10t sections demonstrate slower cooling rates.

![Temperature distribution diagram](image)

**Figure 7.** The temperature distribution according to the thermal diffusion on the surface of the specimen.

A structural analysis was conducted utilizing the temperature distribution diagram obtained from the heat transfer analysis, and the thermal deformation results are illustrated in Figure 10. Upon comparing and analyzing the results based on side wall thickness, it is clear that the deformation increases with increasing wall thickness. However, the results for thicknesses of 20t and 40t have similar amounts of deformation. This trend parallels the findings of the heat transfer analysis and can be attributed to differences arising from internal thermal diffusion. More specifically, in conjunction with the temperature distribution from the thermal transfer analysis, it can be explained that for a sidewall thickness of 10t, internal heat diffusion occurs relatively smoothly along the sidewall direction compared to other sidewall thicknesses, resulting in a symmetric temperature distribution along the sidewall direction and towards the outside of the plate, thereby minimizing thermal deformation. Conversely, as the sidewall thickness increases, heat is induced to dissipate outward from the plate. For sidewall thicknesses of 20t and 40t, the heat diffusion rates show little difference and cooling rates are similar, resulting in a structural analysis indicating a deformation difference of approximately 0.2 mm at the maximum plate end. These interpretations are based on welding conditions with clamping; therefore, while significant thermal deformation in the welding direction is absent without clamping, a slight upward trend is consistently observed. As the sidewall thickness
increases, longitudinal deformation decreases, but transverse deformation becomes more pronounced, rendering it unsuitable for structural fabrication. At the maximum plate end, the maximum deformation value for a sidewall thickness of 40t is approximately twice as large as that for 10t. Given these trends, reducing sidewall thickness can promote smooth internal heat diffusion along the sidewall direction, achieving thermal symmetry and minimizing thermal deformation.

Figure 7. The temperature distribution according to the thermal diffusion on the surface of the specimen.

To compare thermal diffusion based on side wall thickness, a symmetrical path was established within the specimen, centered on the weld line. The temperature results corresponding to distance are depicted in Figure 8. Subsequently, when the side wall thickness is 10 mm, thermal diffusion is most symmetrically spread. However, as the thickness increases, thermal diffusion extends beyond the plate, resulting in increased asymmetry. It is observed that the largest temperature difference occurred when the side wall thickness was 40 mm.

Figure 8. Thermal diffusion balance results according to side wall thickness.

Figure 9 presents a comparison of cooling rates and thermal diffusion towards the side wall when monitoring the temperature over time, with a focus on the node point designated at the corner of the side wall. The graphs display varying maximum temperature outcomes depending on the thickness of the side walls. In the case of the thickest side walls, the thermal diffusion is significantly affected.

The von Mises stress distribution results at the end of the arc are depicted in Figure 11. Typically, welding cracks and defects require examination as they often manifest at the beginning and end of an arc. The heat source is the last to enter at the end of the arc, so excluding the end reveals the overall tensile residual stress along the weld line, as well as compressive residual stress existing near the weld line. Notably, residual stress is most pronounced near the arc start, which creates a risk of welding cracks as it approaches the yield stress level of the STS316L material.
Significant stress accumulation is confirmed in the tack-welded area on the back of the specimen. It is noted that thicker side walls correspond to larger residual stress, although there is no significant numerical difference between the results for 20t and 40t. The evaluation of the residual stress values determined they are within a safe range compared to tensile stress, indicating no structural concerns.

The results from the macro cross-section of the welding test specimen and the cross-section of the analysis results were compared and are illustrated in Figure 12. Overall, the experimental findings indicate that the size of the fusion zone remains consistent irrespective of the side wall thickness, displaying similarity in size. Similarly, the analysis results also reveal an almost uniform fusion zone size. However, it is observed that the size of the fusion zone within the weld area remains consistent regardless of the side wall thickness, with no deviation in the molten pool. Nonetheless, variations in temperature distribution following the passage of the heat source are evident depending on the side wall thickness. The results were confirmed by analyzing the temperature distribution in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) on the cross-section. For a sidewall thickness of 10t, the HAZ region is predominantly distributed widest, while for 20t and 40t, similar results are observed. Such trends could be influenced by the rate of thermal diffusion. In the case of a sidewall thickness of 10t, internal thermal diffusion is more effective along the sidewall direction, resulting in a wider HAZ area in that direction due to delayed cooling rates compared to other wall thicknesses. As the wall thickness increases, internal thermal diffusion becomes less effective, leading to increased cooling rates, consequently reducing the HAZ area. These trends are consistent with previous research findings. Previous studies have indicated that the expansion of the heat-affected zone is restricted by surrounding metal, resulting in compressive stresses. It has been found that the magnitude of compressive stress reaches its maximum as the distance from the weld bead increases [25]. Consequently, as the sidewall thickness increases, a wider HAZ area forms outward from the plate, inducing compressive stresses and resulting in larger residual stresses and maximum deformation values compared to results with different thicknesses.
increases, longitudinal deformation decreases, but transverse deformation becomes more pronounced, rendering it unsuitable for structural fabrication. At the maximum plate end, the maximum deformation value for a sidewall thickness of 40t is approximately twice as large as that for 10t. Given these trends, reducing sidewall thickness can promote smooth internal heat diffusion along the sidewall direction, achieving thermal symmetry and minimizing thermal deformation.

**Figure 10.** Total deformation with side wall thicknesses of 10/20/40 t.

To quantify the thermal deformation of the specimens after the welding experiment, the surface of the welded specimens was profiled using a laser and CMOS camera. The acquired 2D data was then processed using Matlab software (2017b) and arranged into 3D data, which was visualized as shown in Figure 13. Welding test specimens were laser scanned transversely at the arc start and arc end areas to convert 2D data into 3D coordinate data. The z-displacement at the end of the plate was then examined. The results indicated that the magnitude of deformation increases with increasing side wall thickness. Interestingly, the magnitude of deformation does not differ significantly in the 20t and 40t cases. This trend aligns with the numerical analysis results.
pronounced near the arc start, which creates a risk of welding cracks as it approaches the yield stress level of the STS316L material.

Significant stress accumulation is confirmed in the tack-welded area on the back of the specimen. It is noted that thicker side walls correspond to larger residual stress, although there is no significant numerical difference between the results for 20t and 40t. The evaluation of the residual stress values determined they are within a safe range compared to tensile stress, indicating no structural concerns.

Figure 11. von Mises stress with side wall thicknesses of 10/20/40 t.

The results from the macro cross-section of the welding test specimen and the cross-section of the analysis results were compared and are illustrated in Figure 12. Overall, the experimental findings indicate that the size of the fusion zone remains consistent irrespective of the side wall thickness, displaying similarity in size. Similarly, the analysis results also reveal an almost uniform fusion zone size. However, it is observed that the size of the fusion zone within the weld area remains consistent regardless of the side wall thickness, with no deviation in the molten pool. Nonetheless, variations in temperature distribution following the passage of the heat source are evident depending on the side wall thickness.

The results were confirmed by analyzing the temperature distribution in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) on the cross-section. For a sidewall thickness of 10t, the HAZ region is predominantly distributed widest, while for 20t and 40t, similar results are observed. Such trends could be influenced by the rate of thermal diffusion. In the case of a sidewall thickness of 10t, internal thermal diffusion is more effective along the sidewall direction, resulting in a wider HAZ area in that direction due to delayed cooling rates compared to other wall thicknesses. As the wall thickness increases, internal thermal diffusion becomes less effective, leading to increased cooling rates, consequently reducing the HAZ area. These trends are consistent with previous research findings. Previous studies have indicated that the expansion of the heat-affected zone is restricted by surrounding metal, resulting in compressive stresses. It has been found that the magnitude of compressive stress reaches its maximum as the distance from the weld bead increases [25]. Consequently, as the sidewall thickness increases, a wider HAZ area forms outward from the plate, inducing compressive stresses and resulting in larger residual stresses and maximum deformation values compared to results with different thicknesses.

Figure 12. Comparison of experimental and simulation results for macro cross-sectional analysis and analysis of HAZ changes according to side wall thickness in the simulation. (a) Result for side wall thickness 10t, (b) Result for side wall thickness 20t, (c) Result for side wall thickness 30t.

To quantify the thermal deformation of the specimens after the welding experiment, the surface of the welded specimens was profilied using a laser and CMOS camera. The acquired 2D data was then processed using Matlab software (2017b) and arranged into 3D data, which was visualized as shown in Figure 13. Welding test specimens were laser scanned transversely at the arc start and arc end areas to convert 2D data into 3D coordinate data. The z-displacement at the end of the plate was then examined. The results indicated that the magnitude of deformation increases with increasing side wall thickness. Interestingly, the magnitude of deformation does not differ significantly in the 20t and 40t cases. This trend aligns with the numerical analysis results.
5. Conclusions

When butt welding is performed on an asymmetric structure, relatively large thermal deformation may occur due to the asymmetry in thermal diffusion. To confirm this trend, heat diffusion was analyzed according to the side wall thicknesses of STS316L specimens using a finite element method computer analysis, and experiments were conducted to verify the results. Consequently, it was determined that as the thickness of the side wall increases, it interferes with the smooth internal thermal diffusion to the wall surface. Instead, heat is...
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discharged to the outside of the plate, inducing angular deformation and increasing overall deformation. The von Mises stress distribution also reflected asymmetric heat diffusion, which leads to an increase in residual stress. However, the difference in temperature and stress distribution between thicknesses of 20t and 40t was minimal.

Although the thermal diffusion rate in the side wall direction slowed down as the side wall thickness increased, it was not linearly inversely proportional, suggesting the presence of a critical thickness needed to delay thermal diffusion. Nonetheless, despite this critical thickness and consequent delay in thermal diffusion, thermal deformation could be minimized by reducing the side wall thickness to 5t, which equaled the plate thickness, instead of 10t. This adjustment promoted uniform temperature and stress distribution due to the symmetry of thermal diffusion. Structural thermal deformation induced by welding can be influenced by heat diffusion behavior, specimen structure, and constraint conditions. The results of this study indicate it is possible to reduce thermal deformation by considering the effects of asymmetric heat diffusion and related ways of controlling deformation. This study suggests a method for minimizing thermal deformation during welding processes.
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